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About Recreational Meetings

Recreational Meetings invite participants to reimagine digital platforms and social formats through experiential 
exercises. Held on commonplace platforms such as Zoom, Facetime, and Google Drive and developed 
by Stephen Kwok in collaboration with creative practitioners from diverse fields, Recreational Meetings 
experiment with how distance may enable, rather than limit, engagement with our surroundings, ourselves, 
and each other.

Clients include Away Travel, Center for the Humanities, The Canadian Centre for Architecture, and Transart 
Institute. Recreational Meetings was piloted at Dia Art Foundation and is currently a member of NEW INC Y8.

For more information, visit recreationalmeetings.com

http://recreationalmeetings.com
http://awaytravel.com
https://www.centerforthehumanities.org/
https://www.cca.qc.ca/en/
http://transartinstitute.org
http://transartinstitute.org
https://diaart.org/program/program/recreational-meetings
https://www.newinc.org/year-8-members/stephen-kwok
http://recreationalmeetings.com


Program Offerings

Moving Image with Eduardo Williams

A walking, phone-based meeting that invites participants to explore and 
capture their surroundings in response to a series of creative prompts–a 
process which produces a collaborative multi-channel experimental film.

Community-building,
Experimental filmmaking,
Observation skills,
Site activation

Language with Mayra Rodriguez-Castro

An audio-only, anonymous meeting exploring observation as a creative tool. 
Participants are invited to rename themselves from a list of predetermined 
options, and then respond to a writing prompt inspired by their choice. After a 
period of free writing, they volunteer to share their writing via an open mic.W

Community-building, 
Creative writing, 
Self-reflection, 
Observation skills,
Role play,
Communication & Speech

Installation with Confettisystem / Nick Andersen

Inspired by the whimsical installations of Confettisystem, this meeting guides 
participants in creating a visually dynamic artwork in the frame of their 
webcam using only readily available household materials.

Community-building, 
Hands-on making

Blocking with Lisa Dring

Developed for groups who are partially remote and partially in-person, this 
meeting invites participants to devise short, site-specific plays within the city 
block where the meeting is held. 

Community-building, 
Site activation,
Role play,
Improvisation

Architecture with Madhi Sabbagh

Using Jerusalem as a case study, this meeting separates participants into 
a series of breakout rooms that increase in size until all participants are held 
together. Within each room, participants are tasked with the challenge creating 
a equitable sharing of space. 

Community-building,
DEAI,
Architecture Theory,
Socio-political discussion.
Building Equity

Screens with Robin Deacon

Held on mobile and desktop device simulatenously, this meeting activates 
the screen surface as a canvas for collaboration and creativity. Participants 
are invited to partake in a series of exercises, including the creation of a live, 
gallery-view mosaic and a creative writing exercise inspired by the view from 
their window. 

Community-building,
Creative writing,
Self-reflection,
Site activation

Meetings typically run 60-75 minutes for 12-30 participants. Accommodations can be made upon request.



Example Meeting: Moving Image with Eduardo Williams
Meeting Overview

1. Participants enter to a screenshared countdown video
2. Facilitators introduce their practices and the exercise
3. Participants transition to mobile device via QR code
4. Participants use their mobile device cameras to capture their surroundings in response to a series of 

prompts read live by the facilitator; video feeds are captured in both gallery and speaker view
5. Participants return to the computer
6. Video is screened (example)
7. Optional debrief and discussion

Documentation

(left) Participants enter to a screenshare of a custom-made countdown video

(above) Participants simultaneously respond to a series of prompts that engage their surroundings



Example Meeting: Moving Image with Eduardo Williams
Documentation continued

A participant responds to a prompt in speaker view



Example Meeting: Language with Mayra Rodriguez-Castro
Meeting Overview

*A week prior to the meeting, participants are sent a document inviting them to choose a new name.
1. Meeting begins with countdown timer.
2. Facilitators (named Voice and Ear) welcome participants via chat, instructing them this session is 

anonymous and cameras must remain off.
3. Voice reads a prepared text on the importance of description and observation in the creative process
4. Participants are instructed to rename themselves after their chosen names
5. A creative writing prompt is assigned to each participant according to their name
6. Participants are given a ~20 minute period to freely write
7. Participants return to main session and volunteer to share their writing 

Documentation

Participants are invited to choose a new name to use during the meeting



Example Meeting: Language with Mayra Rodriguez-Castro
Documentation continued

Participants rename themselves and turn their cameras off for the duration of the meeting

Participants are given creative writing prompts according to their new names



For further inquiries, including updates on meetings in developments, please reach out to:

Stephen Kwok
stephen@recreationalmeetings.com
+17138283910

Contact


